
B R I N G  Y O U R  S T U D E N T S  U P  T O  G R A D E  L E V E L
with this engaging reading and writing program for Grades 1–5



SRA/McGraw-Hill’s Summer Adventures in Reading
is your solution for summer school students in
Grades 1-5 who are up to one grade level behind their
peers. This research-based, remedial reading and writing
program provides the practice students need to bring
their phonics, vocabulary, comprehension, fluency, and
writing skills up to grade level.

The high-interest reading selections keep students
focused on reading instruction. And the flexible
program materials work great with smaller groups
and shorter time frames.

With SRA Summer Adventures in Reading, students
and teachers get just what they need to unlock a lifetime
of reading enjoyment!

Give your summer school readers the support they need

Flexibility for any teacher –
and any classroom

SRA Summer Adventures in Reading is
designed to work well in a variety of settings
and with a variety of students. The program
fits right in to any summer school class or
after school coaching session. Remedial
readers and English-language learners can
benefit from the systematic skills review
and instruction.

Plus, SRA Summer Adventures in Reading
is very flexible. It is simple to implement
in any classroom, allowing teachers to
conduct highly successful lessons with very
little preparation. The program includes:

• 30 instructionally sound reading lessons
 that can span up to six weeks

• Two-hour lessons can be condensed
to 90 minutes

• The same six themes for every grade
 level, allowing for school-wide correlated
 activities

• Detailed concepts, skills review, and
 practice activities for each lesson

• Teacher tips, suggestions, and strategies
 for targeting the special needs of English-

language learners

• Informal and formal assessment tools
to gauge progress and inform and
differentiate instruction

• Portable materials package for easy
 transportation

Interesting content to engage
every student

SRA Summer Adventures in Reading keeps
students’ interest with both fiction and
nonfiction reading selections and topics
which correlate to other curricular areas
such as math, science, and history. The
program includes games, activities, and
practice opportunities to make it fun
and exciting for students to apply their
new skills.

SRA Summer Adventures in Reading
comes in a portable materials package,
making it easy to transport to any classroom.

“I like the paired fiction and nonfiction
selections – a definite plus for the program.”

Roberta Wilson, Literacy Coach
Milwaukee Public Schools, Milwaukee, WI

Through systematic, easy-to-teach, highly
engaging lessons, you give students the
support they need to build a stronger literacy
foundation. Reading becomes something
they not only can do—but something
they want to do, too!



Use flexible teaching tools to build your summer school
students’ skills and confidence in reading

Teacher’s Edition
• Easy-to-use lesson plans

• Information, tips, and tools for conducting
systematic, explicit skills instruction

Teacher’s Resource Guide
• Four practice pages for each reading selection

• 12 theme-based take-home stories

• Additional practice stories

• Graphic organizer

• A variety of reproducible Blackline Masters

Assessment Guide and CD-ROM
• Clear and manageable tools for quantifying and
 gauging students’ progress

• Practice with test-taking skills essential to students’
success on standardized tests

• Blackline Masters to access and print at your
 convenience

“My teachers love the program because it is
so easy to prepare for reading instruction.”

Karen Canfield, Principal
Pioneer Intermediate School, Noble, OK



Student Readers
• 10 Student Readers with six theme-based units

• Extending Your Adventure questions to
help students think about, understand, and
discuss stories

Inspire students with high-interest content
and engaging activities

Activity Cards
• Engaging activities and games that support skills

• Practice opportunities for small dynamic groups

Sound/Spelling Cards (Grades 1–3)
• Review of English-language sounds and their

various spellings

• Practice opportunities for small groups and whole
class instruction



ach of the 30 lessons in SRA Summer Adventures in Reading
is structured to provide explicit instruction in phonics, vocabulary,
comprehension strategies and skills, and writing. Each lesson

walks through the learning process in a series of steps and activities
that can be taught in one day.

Provide step-by-step instruction to help students
improve critical reading skills

Getting Ready to Read  – engages students
in oral and written word study activities

Before Reading  – activates students’ prior
knowledge and provides background
information to prepare students to read
and learn the most from each selection

Reading and Understanding  – introduces
students to comprehension strategies and
skills that help them understand each
selection more completely

After Reading  – involves students in a class
discussion and review of vocabulary words

Focusing on Writing  – helps students plan,
write, revise, and present a writing
assignment

Workshop  – provides practice time for
students to work independently and for
teachers to work with individual students

Unit Assessment  – evaluates what students
have learned at the end of each lesson
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Themes your students relate to

Unit 1 – Creature Features
Fun and interesting facts about animals

Unit 2  – Give It a Try
A chance to read and think about different skills and talents

Unit 3 – What’s the Big Idea?
Uncommon facts about common objects and new ways to think
about old things

Unit 4 – Blast from the Past
Intriguing lessons about history and a look at how the past
connects to the future

Unit 5 – We’re Better Together
Stories about family relationships and getting along with relatives

Unit 6 – Incredible Edibles
Fun selections that whet students’ appetites for knowledge
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Call 1-800-201-7103 now to find out more on how
you can make the difference for your summer school readers!
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Build your summer school students’ reading skills
and unlock their love of learning!
• Flexible program materials are easy to use in any classroom

• 30 instructionally sound lessons can span up to six weeks

• High-interest fiction and nonfiction selections hold students’ interest

• Assessment tools gauge progress and help inform and differentiate instruction

220 East Danieldale Road
DeSoto, TX 75115-2490
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